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‘ S I S Leibniz Institute
for the Social Sciences

7th GESIS Summer School in Survey Methodology
Cologne, August 2018

Syllabus for short course D: ”Introduction to Data Analysis Using Stata"

Lecturer: Dr. Reinhard Schunck
E-mail: reinhard.schunck@gesis.org
Homepage: www.gesis.org/

Date: 2-3 August 2018
Time: 09:00-13:00, 14:00-16:00
Course starts Thursday morning at 09:00

About the Lecturer:
Reinhard Schunck is head of GESIS Training and the scientific coordinator of the GESIS Spring Seminar. His
research interests span multilevel and longitudinal modelling and social stratification. Reinhard has published in
The Stata Journal and taught numerous courses on data analysis with Stata, from introductory courses to
advanced topics in multivariate analysis — always with a focus on applicability.

Selected Publications:
- Schunck, Reinhard, and Francisco Perales. 2017. "Within- and between-cluster effects in generalized linear

mixed models: A discussion of approaches and the xthybrid command." The Stata Journal 17 (1): 89-115.
- Teltemann, Janna, and Reinhard Schunck. 2016. "Education systems, school segregation, and second-

generation immigrants' educational success: Evidence from a country-fixed effects approach using three
waves of PISA." International Journal of Comparative Sociology 57 (6): 401—424.

- Schunck, Reinhard. 2013. "Within— and Between—Estimates in Random Effects Models. Advantages and
Drawbacks of Correlated Random Effects and Hybrid Models." The Stata Journal 13 (1): 65-76.

Short Course Description:
This course is tailored to academics and research professionals that are new to Stata or users that are familiar
with earlier versions of Stata and wish to update their skills.

In the first part of the course we will cover the facilities and basic mechanics of Stata including its syntax. In
addition, we will review available help and support features (online and offline). Subsequently, we will immerge
into hands-on data management, data analysis, and visualizing of results. Special attention will be devoted on
how to use Stata within an integrated workflow and how to obtain publication ready results (tables and graphs)
from Stata. If time permits and if participants are familiar with basic procedures, we will advance to special
topics such as understanding and interpreting interactions in linear and non-linear models (e.g., logit models), or
managing of longitudinal or hierarchical data. Topics will be selected taking into account participants' main
interests.

This course will be interactive and case—based in nature. All necessary materials will be provided. By the end of
this course, participants will be able to effectively use Stata for common statistical procedures and know how to
go about more advanced applications.

Keywords:
Stata, data management, univariate statistics, bivariate statistics, regression

mailto:reinhard.schunck@gesis.org
http://www.gesis.org/en/institute/staff/?alpha=S&name=Reinhard%2CSchunck
mailto:reinhard.schunck@gesis.org
www.gesis.org/
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Course Prerequisites:
A basic understanding of statistics

Target Group:
Participants will find the course useful if:

- Users new to statistical computing with Stata
- Advanced academics and research professionals familiar with other software
- Former Stata users who want to refresh their knowledge

Course and Learning Objectives:
By the end of the course participants will:

- be familiar with Stata's interface and facilities;
- understand how to integrate Stata into their research process to efficiently create reproducible and

publication ready results;
- know how to solve common data management problems while seamlessly documenting all

modifications of the data;
. be able to perform typical descriptive and inferential statistical procedures and use graphs to effectively

communicate their results;
. have transferred the covered topics to their own research problems;
- know how to proceed from here and how to get additional support if needed.

Organizational Structure of the Course:
The course is a full-time course, consisting of 7 hours of interactive group instruction per day (including a one-
hour lunch break). The course will alternate between short lectures and hands-on exercises on the PC. The two
lectures will be available to the students at all time.

Software and Hardware Requirements:
None. Participants will be provided access to Stata via laptops/desktop PCs by GESIS.

Long Course Description:
Stata has become one of the most popular and flexible statistical software packages for quantitative data
analysis in the social sciences, due to its combination of an extensive and growing set of core procedures and
capabilities maintained by StataCorp with an open and adaptable architecture that is constantly expanded by a
very active user-community.

The goal of this two-day course is familiarize users with the fundamental makeup and mechanics of Stata. After
successfully completing the course participants will be proficient in standard statistical procedures (including
uni-, bi- and multivariate statistics). The emphasis of this course is on software training rather than statistical
instruction.

On the first day we will focus on getting to know our way around Stata, including its interface, basic syntax, and
help features. This includes Stata's native help as well as web-resources. We will explore a) different ways to
import data into Stata, b) and how to prepare data for subsequent analysis, and c) conduct uni- and bivariate
analysis, d) use Stata facilities to produce publication ready tables, and e) use Stata to produce graphs.

On the second day, we will proceed with multivariate analyses. We will focus on linear and logistic regression
models and how to interpret and (graphically) display interactions. Again, we will show you how to obtain
publication ready tables and graphs from Stata. If time permits, we will also introduce the participants to
advanced topics such as management and analysis of hierarchical or longitudinal data.
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At the end of the second day participants will have time to apply the covered topics to their own research and
pursue individual projects. Instructors will be present for support.

Day-to-day Schedule and Literature:

Day Topic(s)

1 - Getting started with Stata
- Importing data Et data management
- Uni- and bivariate statistics
- Exporting tables to Word and Excel
- Graphs
Suggested reading (suggested. yet do not have to be read before the session):
- Acock, Alan C. (2016). A Gentle Introduction to Stata. 5th ed. Stata Press. Chapter 1-7.

2 - Multivariate statistics
- Linear regression
- Logistic regression
- Individual projects Et free study time
Suggested reading:
- Acock, Alan C. (2016). A Gentle Introduction to Stata. 5th ed. Stata Press. Chapter 8, 10-11, 15.

Preparatory Reading:
The StataCorp YouTube channel provides some excellent preparatory material. Participants are especially
encouraged to browse the "Tour of the Stata 15 interface", "Quick help in Stata", and any other of the available
material according to personal interest.

In addition, the UCLA's website is a great resource both for learning Stata as well as a reference later on.

Additional Recommended Literature:
"The Workflow of Data Analysis Using Stata" by Long (2009) takes a holistic perspective on the research process
and provides invaluable recommendations on organizing and conducting your investigation for the novice in
quantitative research.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVk4G4nEtBS4tLOyHqustDA
http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/stata/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVk4G4nEtBS4tLOyHqustDA
https://stats.idre.ucla.edu/

